New Technology creates huge worldwide market with high economic value, and reorganizes social order
and optimizes human quality.

Foreword
This business plan of our foundation, for the creation of a new science is not written by an
average person. The discussion of its content also cannot be done with an average person. Reader needs
to first read “Supreme Scientific Result”, then can read this plan with comprehension. These scientific
results are backed by data, as well as repeatability. Therefore we ask cooperative parties to accept the
reliability and repeatability of our new science, before we discuss the execution of this business plan.
The following seven reasons support our claim that this plan is not written by an average person.
1. No need of capital investment. (Utilize existing facilities, manpower and resources). May, on the
contrary, attract huge amount of investment.
2. No risk. Additionally, may offer great growth potentials beyond the imagination of any average
people.
3. Founding team member already knows the expertise of each other well.
4. Will help to resolve all kind of issues with cooperation parties.
5. Together with cooperation parties, will establish ultimate position as center of the world.
6. Lead our world to reorganize and establish a new order, without peer.
7. Will lead human beings to exit the delusional mud of the last thousands of years. Enter into
“scientific culture” beyond any imagined heaven by human beings.
What we are trying to say here is that the base of creativity and invention is our physical,
biological, systematic and scientific skillet. When this creativity peaks, society will emerge into a state of
over‐abundance. This over‐supply will turn into “junk wealth”. What can we learn from this situation?
The narrow and possessive nature controlling mankind for thousands of years will be eliminated. We, as
human beings, will discover the true abundant wealth, without elimination, is ourselves, this live
biological computer. We will become even more valuable, when we are being improved upon by
science. The pursuit of this value is showcased in the process of creation, as well as, the joy in
entertaining its contribution to our society. Then we will learn that, such pursuit of ours enters into an
absolute healthy civilization, a manageable track with positive feedback, a life filled with wealth and
health.

Business Proposal:
The application of this technology can scientifically renovate humankind, the source of
creation and invention, on its characteristics, functionality, intelligence and wisdom. Therefore, higher
levels of invention and creation will be contributed in the refinements of vegetation, farming, food,
architecture and ecology. Such that our health, longevity, youth, physical abilities can be improved,
evolution together with the nature and earth.
Because it is a holistic, wholesome, integrated science to transform mankind and its needed
materials, a huge economical market will be created, together for mankind to accomplish true scientific
civilization and evolution.
I.

May create one of the most effective physical health center.
This new science based on fundamental physics (including nanometer technology, quantum
physics), heals sickness, cures terminal illness, prevent maladies. It will become the leading
authority in preventive and healing processes in the world. (Complimented by medicine,
alternative medicine, herbal diet, diet management, etc.) This will attract those two to three
thousand people who holding 90% of the wealth of the world.

II. Center for anti‐aging and rejuvenation
Our new science leads the world in anti‐aging. More than anti‐aging, the ability of rejuvenation
is not offered by normal methods. (All of the anti‐aging products or methods available on the
current market can only be used as our aids) Our new science offers a break through ability
capable of transforming anyone to be 20 to 30 years younger. Similarly, this new science is able
to attract those who control 90% of the wealth of the world as well as people from everywhere.
III. Center for Renovation of physical body and evolution of civilization.
Rejuvenation of our body and evolution of civilization results in: 1.Energize our body, enhance
our life force (younger in all aspects). 2. Capabilities, functionalities and features are greatly
improved, and will be evident in everyday life. 3. The human brain system will be scientifically
transformed. As we all know, that we utilize less than 10% of our brain. Our new technology will
not only develop our hidden potentials; will also upgrade our brain system. Allow us to enjoy
unlimited creativity and inventiveness, as well as enable us to enter into multi‐dimensional way
of thinking, far beyond the fourth dimension. These high level creations can be applied into the
1. Apply to scientists, technologists. Enable them to possess extraordinary creativity.
Most of us know Steve Jobs’ brilliant success is related to his persistent long term Zen
meditation. Zen meditative state enhances wisdom. Yet our new technology is based
on a new philosophy and cutting edge technologies, it has already surpassed the level of
Zen.

2. Apply to kindergartens, schools and colleges. Allow all students to improve their
creativity.
3. Apply to society and government (Leaders and managers of the countries), researchers,
general public, etc. to promote more efficient managerial ability.
4. Apply to renovation of human being. (From biological systems such as sperms, eggs, to
infants, children, teens, youths and adults).
IV.

Improve agriculture, animal husbandry, fish industry (utilizing living nanometer
technology and quantum physical processes). Allowing products to improve its natural
qualities at the micro level. Enable these products to be more beneficial to health and
longevity, truly enhance our physical body and brain.

V.

Utilize this new science to design process and manufacture consumer products, buildings
and those daily necessities. So to benefit the entire mankind. (For instance, while
designing buildings, also take into consideration of Nature’s living energy field (including
Feng‐shui), similar to the consideration of the influence of galaxies by pyramids. Dark
matters and dark energies also have their influence to man.) Select building materials,
plants, herbs and medicines based on particular human energy conditions. Then later
process them through nanometer and quantum technology. Such that both the human
body and brain can be nourished in the healthy living energy field.

VI.

Establish a new technology learning and teaching system such as schools. This new
science can only be licensed by this new institute, with yearly renewal requirements.

VII.

Set up a worldwide web teaching system. Build online class rooms. Teach through the
cloud.

VIII.

By popular demand, build an international family, a healthy interactive and harmonized
community.

Utilized this new science, also based on the theory of “The comprehensive balance of the
universal energy system movement” to build an international family community. This community offers
the above mentioned seven benefits. It will become the dream of mankind. All the people including
technologists, scientists, rich or poor are all looking forward to this kind of living style.
IX.

We can also build a franchise or an alliance suitable to various different world regions.

Each of the above nine items possesses unimaginable economic value with high growth
potentials. Yet the biggest benefits are non‐existent in the past.
1. Because in our center, we combines new science and new civilization. Not only will it
benefit our body and mind, it simultaneously builds a comfortable world very much
like heaven. This is what we humans been looking for the last few thousands of years.

2. By having additional twenty to thirty years of Living in such ideal environment,
possessing longevity and more creativity, we can effectively create much more true
values into our lives, especially when we are living without any physical pain. This
international paradise will integrate the most talented people in the world. Their
interactions and resonance will result in “endless sources for more creation”. We can
easily imagine that this collection of wealth and talent will produce 80 to 90 percent
of world’s creations. Leaders of world wealth will be attracted, resulting in the
organic integration of worldwide wealth. Such that a historically new world center of
science and wealth will be formed. And this center shall revolutionize our old world
and influence and reorganize into a new one in the future. It will help us to detach
from our selfish ego and suffering society, entering into a society with progressively
positive civilization.
Such reorganization eliminated egotistic and greed oriented competition. New technology
becomes the base and essence of this integrated world. This world, not only encompasses the most
ideal supply and demand structure, also includes organization to calibrate and manage the effect of this
manifestation, allowing technocrats to collectively enhancing the wisdom of each other in this new
world center. Such that science and technology will be greatly enhances, satisfying the true value of the
world’s wealth, and eradicate completely poverty, crime and inequalities of our current society.
In this comfortable and ideal life, being entertained by this “living energy game”, our new
science can improve the creativity of all of us. It will allow us to recognize the true value of our body, a
delicate living biological computer, and to apply its capabilities. When such phenomena are being
witnessed, mankind will seek further toward that direction and contribute positively to our society. In
this process, human beings will be proud and preoccupied with the notion of “giving”. This is the only
way for this world of ours to march onto the right direction.
What did we learn from this design? We are fortunate that we are able to liberate mankind
from delusion, confusion and crisis ending our world, materializing such ideal of the past thousands of
years. We shall enter into a new world, far beyond the heaven which we have imagined. Such
accomplishment shall give us contentment beyond our wildest expectation.

